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Varied menu!
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• Why is there matter in the universe?

- When energy converted into matter (e.g., Tevatron 
collisions), always find that equal amounts of matter 
and antimatter are created. 

!The Big Bang should have been no exception. 

- But then, during expansion and cooling of universe, all 
matter would have annihilated with all antimatter, 
leaving only energy... and the universe would now be a 
very boring place!   
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Baryogenesis

⇒Soon after Big Bang, slight excess of matter developed, 
and remained after all the antimatter annihilated!

                            and the universe would now be 
a very boring place!



1010 photons

1 baryon
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-  This is consistent with observation: 

!There are ~1010 cosmic-background-radiation 
photons per baryon (p or n). 

These are the remnants of ––
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...the great antimatter–matter annihilation!

Baryogenesis
⇒Soon after Big Bang, slight excess of matter developed, 

and remained after all the antimatter annihilated!
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• How did the ~1-in-1010 matter excess develop? 

• Sakharov (1967):  can understand matter excess 
if, soon after Big Bang, there were

1. C and CP violation (⇒antimatter/matter not mirror images)
2. non-conservation of baryon-number
3. non-equilibrium conditions 

• During such a period, 

- any pre-existing net baryon number would be destroyed 

- a small net baryon number would be created 

• This is “baryogenesis.”
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Baryogenesis
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• Until 1955, subatomic-particle processes were assumed 
invariant w.r.t. the 3 “discrete symmetry” operations: 

 C = charge conjugation ! [imagine all particles in universe replaced
!  by their antiparticles and vice versa]

 P = parity inversion ! [imagine universe “reflected in a mirror”
 !  such that (x,y,z) → (–x,–y,–z)]

 T = time reversal ! [imagine “movie” of the universe run
 !  backwards] 

• In 1956 Lee & Yang suggested parity might 
not be conserved in weak interactions.

• P (and C) violation quickly confirmed experimentally:
(1957:  Wu et al.; Garwin,       ! [β from Co-60 decay have preferred 
Lederman, & Weinrich)!  direction w.r.t. atom spin axis]
!  6

CP Violation

1957 Nobel laureates Lee & Yang
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• But product, CP, still thought good, until (1964) Cronin 
et al. found CP symmetry slightly violated in K0 decays 

- small effect, ≈ 2 " 10–3 

- “indirect,” i.e., in K0–K̅0 mixing 

- but “direct” CPV later established by
CERN NA-48 experiment [Phys. Lett. B 465, 335 (1999)] 

• These effects explained within “Standard Model” by 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 
quark-mixing matrix:

- Quantum-mechanical interference when 
alternate paths to same final state 

- CPV because Vub complex
7

CP Violation

1980 Nobel laureates Cronin & Fitch

12. CP violation in meson decays 11

1. Indirect CP violation is consistent with taking !M != 0 and setting all other CP
violating phases to zero. CP violation in mixing (type II) belongs to this class.

2. Direct CP violation cannot be accounted for by just !M != 0. CP violation in decay
(type I) belongs to this class.

As concerns type III CP violation, observing "f1
Im(#f1

) != "f2
Im(#f2

) (for the same
decaying meson and two di!erent final CP eigenstates f1 and f2) would establish direct
CP violation. The significance of this classification is related to theory. In superweak
models [27], CP violation appears only in diagrams that contribute to M12, hence they
predict that there is no direct CP violation. In most models and, in particular, in the
Standard Model, CP violation is both direct and indirect. The experimental observation
of $! != 0 (see Section 12.4) excluded the superweak scenario.

12.3. Theoretical Interpretation:
The KM Mechanism

Of all the Standard Model quark parameters, only the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM)
phase is CP violating. Having a single source of CP violation, the Standard Model is
very predictive for CP asymmetries: some vanish, and those that do not are correlated.

To be precise, CP could be violated also by strong interactions. The experimental
upper bound on the electric dipole moment of the neutron implies, however, that %QCD,
the non-perturbative parameter that determines the strength of this type of CP violation,
is tiny, if not zero. (The smallness of %QCD constitutes a theoretical puzzle, known as ‘the
strong CP problem.’) In particular, it is irrelevant to our discussion of meson decays.

The charged current interactions (that is, the W± interactions) for quarks are given by

"LW± =
g#
2

uLi &µ (VCKM)ij dLj W+
µ + h.c. (12.43)

Here i, j = 1, 2, 3 are generation numbers. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
mixing matrix for quarks is a 3 $ 3 unitary matrix [28]. Ordering the quarks by their
masses, i.e. (u1, u2, u3) % (u, c, t) and (d1, d2, d3) % (d, s, b), the elements of VCKM are
written as follows:

VCKM =

!

"
Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

#

$ . (12.44)

While a general 3 $ 3 unitary matrix depends on three real angles and six phases, the
freedom to redefine the phases of the quark mass eigenstates can be used to remove five
of the phases, leaving a single physical phase, the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase, that is
responsible for all CP violation in meson decays in the Standard Model.

The fact that one can parametrize VCKM by three real and only one imaginary
physical parameters can be made manifest by choosing an explicit parametrization. The
Wolfenstein parametrization [29,30] is particularly useful:

July 14, 2006 10:37

2008 Nobel laureates Kobayashi 
& Maskawa
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• Kobayashi-Maskawa model makes simple 
prediction:

! If CPV due to CKM-matrix phase, should be 
large effect in decays of beauty particles!

• CPV now observed in B-meson decays as well as 
strange (K0) mesons [BaBar & Belle, 2001, CDF, et al.]

8

CP Violation

(Hence Kobayashi-Maskawa 2008 Nobel prize)
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• Kobayashi-Maskawa model makes simple 
prediction:

! If CPV due to CKM-matrix phase, should be 
large effect in decays of beauty particles!

• CPV now observed in B-meson decays as well as 
strange (K0) mesons [BaBar & Belle, 2001, CDF, et al.]
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CP Violation

(Hence Kobayashi-Maskawa 2008 Nobel prize)But in
sufficient to

 account 

for baryogenesis!
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How else might 
baryogenesis arise?

9

What other processes 
can distinguish matter 

from antimatter?
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• 5 places to search for new sources of CPV:

- Kaons

- B mesons

- Hyperons

- Charm

- Neutrinos

10

Non-KM CP Violation

} Years of intensive new-physics 
searches have so far 
come up empty

Worth looking elsewhere as well!

}
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Q: What’s a “hyperon”?

A: A baryon (3-quark state) 
containing one or more 
strange quarks

e.g.,  Λ = sud,  

(Unstable because strange quark decays – 
typically live for 10–10 s)

11

Hyperon CP Violation

Matter & Energy

...and how it’s held together:
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• Hyperon decay violates parity, described by Lee & 
Yang (1957) via “α” and “β” parameters, e.g.:

Hyperon CP Violation

→nonuniform proton angular distribution in Λ rest frame 
 

dN
d!

=
1
4"
(1+#$

!
P$ % q̂p )

12

→

!" = 0.642 (±0.013) # p emitted preferentially along 
polarization (! spin) direction

→Large size of α looks favorable for CPV search

   w.r.t. average spin direction PΛ

  - size of α indicates degree of nonuniformity:



!" p# $ !" p# +
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• Hyperon decay violates parity, described by Lee & 
Yang (1957) via “α” and “β” parameters, e.g.:

Hyperon CP Violation

→nonuniform proton angular distribution in Λ rest frame:
 

dN
d!

=
1
4"
(1+#$

!
P$ % q̂p )

⇒                                                                         CP-oddA! "
#! +#!

#! $#!

, B! "
%! + %!

%! $ %!

, &! "
'!(P) $ '!(P)

'!(P) + '!(P)
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• For precise measurement of AΛ, need excellent 
knowledge of relative Λ and Λ̅ polarizations!

!HyperCP “trick”: Ξ– → Λπ– decay gives PΛ = – PΛ̅

• Unequal slopes ⇒ CP violated!

Hyperon CP Violation

→ →
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Table 5: Summary of predicted hyperon CP asymmetries.

Asymm. Mode SM NP Ref.
AΛ Λ→ pπ <∼ 10−5 <∼ 6× 10−4 [68]
AΞΛ Ξ∓ → Λπ, Λ→ pπ <∼ 0.5× 10−4 ≤ 1.9× 10−3 [69]
AΩΛ Ω→ ΛK, Λ→ pπ ≤ 4× 10−5 ≤ 8× 10−3 [36]
∆Ξπ Ω→ Ξ0π 2× 10−5 ≤ 2× 10−4 ∗ [35]
∆ΛK Ω→ ΛK ≤ 1× 10−5 ≤ 1× 10−3 [36]

∗
Once they are taken into account, large final-state interactions may increase this prediction [56].

Tandean and Valencia [35] have estimated ∆Ξπ ≈ 2 × 10−5 in the standard model but
possibly an order of magnitude larger with new-physics contributions. Tandean [36] has
estimated ∆ΛK to be ≤ 1 × 10−5 in the standard model but possibly as large as 1 × 10−3

if new physics contributes. (The large sensitivity of ∆ΛK to new physics in this analysis
arises from chromomagnetic penguin operators and final-state interactions via Ω → Ξπ →
ΛK [36].6) It is worth noting that these potentially large asymmetries arise from parity-
conserving interactions and hence are limited by constraints from �K ; they are independent
of AΛ and AΞ, which arise from the interference of parity-violating and parity-conserving
processes [56]. Table 5 summarizes predicted hyperon CP asymmetries.

Of course, the experimental sensitivities will include systematic components whose esti-
mation will require careful and detailed simulation studies, beyond the scope of this Letter
of Intent. Nevertheless, the potential power of the technique is apparent.

3.3 Study of FCNC hyperon decays

In addition to its high-rate charged-particle spectrometer, HyperCP had a muon detection
system aimed at studying rare decays of hyperons and charged kaons [45, 57, 5]. Among
recent HyperCP results is the observation of the rarest hyperon decay ever, Σ+ → pµ+µ− [5].
As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, based on the 3 observed events, the decay is consistent with being
two-body, i.e., Σ+ → pX0, X0 → µ+µ−, with X0 mass mX0 = 214.3 ± 0.5 MeV/c2. At
the current level of statistics this interpretation is of course not definitive: the probability
that the 3 signal events are consistent with the form-factor decay spectrum of Fig. 6a is
estimated at 0.8%. The measured branching ratio is [3.1 ± 2.4 (stat) ± 1.5 (syst)] × 10−8

assuming the intermediate Σ+ → pX0 two-body decay, or [8.6+6.6
−5.4 (stat)± 5.5 (syst)]× 10−8

assuming three-body Σ+ decay.
This result is particularly intriguing in view of the proposal by D. S. Gorbunov and

co-workers [58] that there should exist in certain nonminimal supersymmetric models a pair
of “sgoldstinos” (supersymmetric partners of Goldstone fermions). These can be scalar or
pseudoscalar and could be low in mass. A light scalar particle coupling to hadronic matter
and to muon pairs at the required level is ruled out by the failure to observe it in kaon decays;
however, a pseudoscalar sgoldstino with ≈ 214 MeV/c2 mass would be consistent with all
available data [59, 60, 61]. An alternative possibility has recently been advanced by He,
Tandean, and Valencia [62]: the X0 could be the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the next-

6
Large final-state interactions of this sort should also affect ∆Ξπ but were not included in that predic-

tion [35, 56].
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• Standard Model predicts small CP asymmetries in 
hyperon decay

• NP can amplify them by orders of magnitude:

Hyperon CP Violation
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Theory & Experiment
Theory [Donoghue, He, Pakvasa, Valencia, et al.]

• SM: A! ~ 10–5

• Other models: O(10–3)
[e.g. SUSY gluonic dipole: X.-G.He et al., PRD 61, 071701 (2000)]
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• Theory & experiment:
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(6 ± 2 ± 2) ! 10–4   [BEACH08 preliminary]

[J. Tandean, G. Valencia, Phys. Rev. D 67, 
056001 (2003)]
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A" ~ 10–5    
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Previous Measurements

None of the pre-HyperCP
experiments had the
sensitivity to test theory

HyperCP probes well into
regions where BSM
theories predict nonzero
asymmetries

[J. Tandean, G. Valencia, Phys. Rev. D 67, 
056001 (2003)]

|A!"| < 5 # 10–5
A" ~ 10–5    
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Results (from farm histos):Enormous HyperCP DatasetMade possible by...

17
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Comments on HyperCP Spectrometer
• Simple, fast, rad-hard, inexpensive (!$2M)
" Recycled magnets

Hyperon channel built using a standard ‘B2’ Main Ring (warm) dipole. A curved
collimator made of machined brass and tungsten blocks was installed within the beam pipe.

With !3.2 GeV/c pt kick, the 165-GeV charged 2ndary beam emerged at a 19.5-mrad angle.
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The total pt kick was !1 GeV/c.
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Comments on HyperCP Spectrometer
• Simple, fast, rad-hard, inexpensive (!$2M)
• Recycled magnets & muon detectors
• !20k wires of narrow-gap, small-pitch MWPCs
" Simple trigger to minimize any CP bias

Calorimeter was iron/scintillator read out with optical WLS fibers
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...and Fast HyperCP DAQ System

Comments on HyperCP Spectrometer
• Simple, fast, rad-hard, inexpensive (!$2M)

• Recycled magnets & muon detectors

• !20k wires of narrow-gap, small-pitch MWPCs

• Simple trigger to minimize any CP bias

" Very-high-speed DAQ was key to success

...a large but simple system!

≈20,000 channels of MWPC latches ≈100 kHz of triggers

Comments on HyperCP Spectrometer
• Simple, fast, rad-hard, inexpensive (!$2M)

• Recycled magnets & muon detectors

• !20k wires of narrow-gap, small-pitch MWPCs

• Simple trigger to minimize any CP bias

" Very-high-speed DAQ was key to success

E791 ‘Wall of Tape Drives’ (HyperCP’s was similar).
People on shift rewound & reloaded !32 tape drives

for about 10 minutes every !3 hours.

...written to 32 tapes in parallel
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Σ+→pµ+µ– Decay

Figure 4(a) compares the dimuon mass distribution of
the three signal candidates with that expected in the SM
with the form factors described below. The reconstructed
dimuon masses for the three candidates, 214.7, 214.3, and
213:7 MeV=c2, all lie within the expected dimuon mass
resolution of ! 0:5 MeV=c2. The dimuon mass distribu-
tion for !"

p!! decays is expected to be broad unless the
form factor has a pole in the kinematically allowed range
of dimuon mass.

The expected SM distribution was used to estimate the
probability that the dimuon masses of the three signal
candidates be within 1 MeV=c2 of each other anywhere
within the kinematically allowed range. The probability is
0.8% for the form-factor decay model and 0.7% for the
uniform phase-space decay model. The unexpectedly nar-
row dimuon mass distribution suggests a two-body decay,
!" ! pP0; P0 ! !"!# (!"

pP!!), where P0 is an un-
known particle with mass 214:3$ 0:5 MeV=c2. The di-
muon mass distribution for the three signal candidates is
compared with MC !"

pP!! decays in Fig. 4(b), and good
agreement is found. Distributions of hit positions and
momenta of the proton, !", and !# of the three candidate
events were compared with MC distributions, and were
found to be consistent with both decay hypotheses.

To extract the !"
p!! branching ratio, the !" !

p"0;"0 ! e"e## (!"
pee#) decay was used as the normal-

ization mode, where the # was not detected. (HyperCP had
no # detectors.) The trigger for the !"

pee# events was the
Left-Right trigger prescaled by 100. The proton and two
unlike-sign electrons were required to come from a single
vertex, as were the three tracks of the signal mode.

The proton was selected to be the positively-charged
track with the greatest momentum, and the event was
discarded if the proton candidate did not have at least
66% of the total three-track momentum, as determined
by a MC simulation of !"

pee# decays. The reconstructed
mass for the 3" hypothesis was required to be outside
$10 MeV=c2 of the K" mass. The cuts on $2=ndf,
DCA, and the total momentum were the same as for the

signal mode. However, the decay vertex had to be more
than 168 cm downstream of the entrance of the vacuum
decay region and more than 32 cm upstream of its exit.
Since the # momentum was not measured, the x and y
positions of the !" trajectory at the target were determined
using only the three charged tracks, and those positions had
to be consistent with that expected from a MC simulation
of !"

pee# decays. To significantly reduce contamination
from photon-conversion events, the dielectron mass was
required to be between 50 and 100 MeV=c2. After appli-
cation of the above selection criteria, a total of 211 events
remained, as shown in Fig. 5. We performed a binned
maximum-likelihood fit for the mass distributions for
data and three MC samples: !"

pee# decays, K" ! """0,
"0 ! e"e## (K"

"ee#) decays, and uniform background.
From the fit, the number of observed !"

pee# decays was
Nobs

nor % 189:7$ 27:4 events, where the uncertainty is sta-
tistical. To extract the total number of normalization
events, values of &51:57$ 0:30'% and &1:198$ 0:032'%
were used, respectively, for the !" ! p"0 and "0 !
e"e## branching ratios [6].

The kinematic parameters for !" production at the
target were tuned to match the data and MC !"

pee# mo-
mentum distributions. The MC !"

pee# decays were gener-
ated using the decay model in Ref. [7] for "0 ! e"e##
("0

ee#) decays, and the "0 electromagnetic form-factor
parameter a % 0:032$ 0:004 was taken from Ref. [6].
After tuning of the parameters, comparisons of the distri-
butions of the MC events with the data for !"

pee# decays,
the decay vertex positions, momentum spectra, recon-
structed mass, hit positions of each charged particle, etc.
showed good agreement.

In the simulation of the !"
p!! decays, we used the form-

factor model of Bergström et al. [1], although we found
little difference between results using it and a uniform
phase-space decay model. The form-factor model uses

FIG. 4. Real (points) and MC (histogram) dimuon mass dis-
tributions for (a) !"

p!! MC events (arbitrary normalization) with
a form-factor decay (solid histogram) and uniform phase-space
decay (dashed histogram) model, and (b) !"

pP!! MC events
normalized to match the data.

FIG. 5. The reconstructed pe"e# mass distribution for the
normalization mode after all cuts. The histogram is the sum of
MC samples of !"

pee#, K"
"ee# decays and a uniform background,

where the relative amounts of each were determined by a fit, and
the number of MC events was normalized to match the number
of data events. The hatched area shows the main background
source (uniform background).
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a Light Pseudoscalar Higgs Boson?
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The HyperCP Collaboration has observed three events for the decay !! ! p!!!" which may be
interpreted as a new particle of mass 214.3 MeV. However, existing data from kaon and B-meson decays
provide stringent constraints on the construction of models that support this interpretation. In this Letter
we show that the ‘‘HyperCP particle’’ can be identified with the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the
next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model, the A0

1. In this model there are regions of parameter
space where the A0

1 can satisfy all the existing constraints from kaon and B-meson decays and mediate
!! ! p!!!" at a level consistent with the HyperCP observation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.081802 PACS numbers: 14.80.Cp, 12.60.Jv, 13.30.Ce, 14.20.Jn

Three events for the decay mode !! ! p!!!" with a
dimuon invariant mass of 214.3 MeV have been recently
observed by the HyperCP Collaboration [1]. It is possible
to account for these events within the standard model (SM)
[2], but the probability of having all three events at the
same dimuon mass, given the SM predictions, is less than
1%. This suggests a new-particle interpretation for these
events, for which the branching ratio is #3:1!2:4

"1:9 $ 1:5% &
10"8 [1].

The existence of a new particle with such a low mass
would be remarkable as it would signal the existence of
physics beyond the SM unambiguously. It would also be
very surprising because this low-energy region has been
thoroughly explored by earlier experiments studying kaon
and B-meson decays. The challenge posed by a new-
particle interpretation of the HyperCP events is therefore
manifold. It requires a new-physics model containing a
suitable candidate for the new particle, X, which explains
why it is light. It also requires an explanation of why X has
not been observed by other experiments that covered the
same kinematic range. Finally, it requires that the interac-
tions of X produce the rate implied by the HyperCP
observation.

In this Letter we show that there is a model, the next-to-
minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [3],
containing a light pseudoscalar Higgs particle that can
satisfy all existing constraints and is therefore a candidate
explanation for the HyperCP events. The model contains
more than one Higgs particle, and it is the lightest one, the
A0
1, that can be identified with X.
The possibility that X mediated the HyperCP events has

been explored to some extent in the literature [4–6], where
it has been shown that kaon decays place severe constraints
on the flavor-changing two-quark couplings of X. It has

also been shown [7] that a light sgoldstino is a viable
candidate for X. It is well known in the case of light
Higgs boson production in kaon decay that, in addition to
the two-quark flavor-changing couplings, there are com-
parable four-quark contributions [8]. They arise from the
combined effects of the usual SM four-quark j"Sj ' 1
operators and the flavor-conserving couplings of X. We
have recently computed the analogous four-quark contri-
butions to light Higgs production in hyperon decay [9] and
found that they can also be comparable to the two-quark
contributions previously discussed in the literature.

The interplay between the two- and four-quark contri-
butions makes it possible to find models with a light Higgs
boson responsible for the HyperCP events that has not
been observed in kaon or B-meson decay. However, it is
not easy to devise such models respecting all the experi-
mental constraints. In most models that can generate #dsX
couplings, the two-quark operators have the structure
#d#1$ "5%sX. Since the part without "5 contributes sig-
nificantly to K ! #!!!", their data imply that these
couplings are too small to account for the HyperCP events
[4–6]. In some models, there may be parameter space
where the four-quark contributions mentioned above and
the two-quark ones are comparable and cancel sufficiently
to lead to suppressed K ! #!!!" rates while yielding
!! ! p!!!" rates within the required bounds.
However, since in many models the flavor-changing two-
quark couplings #qq0X are related for different #q; q0% sets,
experimental data on B-meson decays, in particular, B !
Xs!!!", also provide stringent constraints. For these
reasons, the light (pseudo)scalars in many well-known
models, such as the SM and the two-Higgs-doublet model,
are ruled out as candidates to explain the HyperCP events
[9].

PRL 98, 081802 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
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≈2.4σ fluctuation of SM? or
- SUSY Sgoldstino?

- SUSY light Higgs?

HyperCP also → 1010 Σ+
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How to follow up?

• Tevatron fixed-target is no more

• CERN fixed-target not as good (energy, duty factor)

• Main Injector fixed-target not as good (same reasons)

• AND HyperCP was already rate-limited

Is There a Future for Hyperon CP Violation?

• Regardless of HyperCP measurement outcome, desirable to push another
order of magnitude in sensitivity (! x100 in sample size!)

• Fixed-target H.E. hyperon-beam approach up against severe detector rate
limitations:

– HyperCP: 13-MHz 2ndary-beam rate in several cm2 of MWPC

" #1% MWPC efficiency drop due to electronics deadtime

! x100 extrapolation hard to conceive

• May be more headroom in LEAR-PS185 approach:

– PS185 limit was p flux

– GSI upgrade could give some orders of magnitude in flux

– FNAL p source @ O (1011 p/hr) already ~104 beyond LEAR

– Further upgrades under discussion in context of Proton Driver (~MW p-beam) project

• L ~ 1033 pp experiment thinkable (w/ small, dedicated p storage ring and H2

gas-jet target)

– Inexpensive (at least on LHC scale...)

" ~1011 $$ events per y of running!

! Can detector, trigger, DAQ, & systematics issues be handled???

• Big collider experiments can’t trigger 
efficiently

!What else is there?

22
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• Also good for charmonium:

‣ Thanks to superb precision of antiproton beam energy 
and momentum spread, E760/835 @ Fermilab 
Antiproton Accumulator made very precise 
measurements of charmonium parameters, e.g.:

- best measurements of various !c, "c, hc masses, 
widths,  branching ratios,...

- interference of continuum & resonance signals

• Similar facility (FAIR) to be built at Darmstadt

!work not yet started ⇒ done >2016

Low-Energy Antiprotons!

23
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• Fermilab Antiproton Source is world’s highest-energy 
and most intense

24

Low-Energy Antiprotons!

Future Antiproton Experiments at Fermilab

D. M. Kaplan – D R A F T 2.1 – 28 Aug. 2008
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60616, USA

Fermilab operates the world’s most intense antiproton source. Newly proposed experiments can use those antiprotons

either parasitically during Tevatron Collider running or after the Tevatron Collider finishes in about 2010. In particular,

the annihilation of 8 GeV antiprotons might make the world’s most intense source of tagged D0 mesons, and thus the

best near-term opportunity to study charm mixing and, via CP violation, to search for new physics; a Penning trap

and atom interferometer could be used to measure for the first time the gravitational force on antimatter.

1. INTRODUCTION

Low- and medium-energy antiproton experiments have fruitfully addressed a variety of physics topics over many

years, starting at LEAR and continuing with the Fermilab Antiproton Source and CERN AD. Techniques and energies

used in these experiments have ranged from antiproton annihilation at rest up to 8GeV, as well as experiments using

trapped antiprotons. Physics issues have included the search for glueballs and hybrid mesons, precision studies of

hyperon decay and charmonium spectroscopy, and tests of CP and CPT symmetry. Starting in about 2015, the FAIR

project [1] at GSI will add to this list studies of strange matter, charm, and nuclei far from stability [2, 3].

Table I compares available antiproton intensities at CERN, Fermilab, and GSI. Because the Fermilab Antiproton

Source uses 120GeV protons on target and accumulates at 8GeV, it has a significant rate advantage with respect

to GSI. It also can potentially operate full-time, while at FAIR, the PANDA antiproton experiment [3] will have to

share time with other modes of operation at GSI. This intensity advantage could be maximized by building a new,

small storage ring at Fermilab in which fixed-target collisions would then take place, to allow the Accumulator to

stack antiprotons full-time; in this way a pp luminosity of ∼ 10
33

cm
−2

s
−1

could be supported. But even without

an accelerator upgrade, operation at L ≈ 10
33

cm
−2

s
−1

would be possible with 50% duty factor, and L ≈ 2 ×
10

32
cm

−2
s
−1

could be achieved with 85% duty factor using an upgrade of the Fermilab E835 detector.

Table I: Antiproton Intensities at Existing and Future Facilities

Stacking: Clock Hours p/Yr
Facility

Rate (10
10/hr) Duty Factor /Yr (10

13)

CERN AD 0.2

FNAL (Accumulator) 20 15% 5550 17

FNAL (New Ring) 20 90% 5550 100

GSI FAIR 3.5 90% 2780 9

2. PROPOSED ANTIPROTON EXPERIMENTS AT FERMILAB

2.1. Medium-Energy pp-Annihilation Experiment

By adding a small magnet and tracking and vertex detectors to the E835 calorimeter, plus a modern, high-

bandwidth triggering and data-acquisition system, several physics topics can be studied.

2.1.1. Charm Mixing and CP Violation

After a more than 20-year search, D0
–D0

mixing is now established at 6.7 standard deviations [4], thanks mainly

to the B Factories. The level of mixing is consistent with the wide range of Standard Model predictions [5]; however,

Insert PSN Here

FAIR (!2016)

...even after FAIR@Darmstadt turns on

100% 3800 0.4



Figure 6: E835 apparatus layout (from [67]).

Figure 7: The DØ solenoid and central tracking system, drawn to the same scale as Fig. 6,
shown as currently installed within the DØ calorimeters (from [68]).
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SciFi

TOF

TOF
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One possibility:

• Once Tevatron shuts down (≈2011),

- Reinstall E835 EM spectrometer

- Run pp ̅ = 5.4 GeV/c (2mΩ < √ s ̅ < 2mΩ + mπ0) 
@ � ~ 1032 cm-2 s-1 

}<$10M

(10 " E835)

+ ~1012 inclusive hyperon events!! ~ few108 Ω# Ω̅+/yr 

- Add small magnetic spectrometer 

- Add precision TOF system

- Add wire or pellet target

- and fast DAQ system

A Possible Approach

[existing
SciFi DAQ
from D0]

+ number of Ξ– Ξ̅+ TBD (transition crossing)
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What Can This Do?

 

!+ " pµ +µ#• Observe many more                     events and 
confirm or refute SUSY interpretation

• Discover or limit CP violation in                 
and                 $  via partial-rate asymmetries               

 

!" #$0% "

 

!" #$K "

• Discover or limit                       and confirm or 
refute SUSY interpretation

 

!" #$"µ +µ"

Predicted B ~10–6 
if P0 real

Predicted ∆B ~10–5 
in SM, ~10–3 if NP <

26
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• Much interest lately in new states observed in 
charmonium region: X(3872), X(3940), Y(3940), 
Y(4260), and Z(3930)

! need very precise mass measurement to 
confirm or refute

! pp → X(3872) formation ideal for this

• X(3872) of particular interest b/c may be the 
first hadron-antihadron (D0 D̅*0 + c.c.) molecule

27

What Can This Do?

• Plus other charmonium measurements, etc...

Else
^
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Charm!
• E. Braaten estimate of 

p ̅p X(3872) coupling 
assuming X is D*D 
molecule

- extrapolates from 
K*K data

• By-product is D*0D̅0 
cross section

28
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Charm!

D*D cross-section estimate (after E. 
Braaten, arXiv:0711.1854)
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• E. Braaten estimate of 
p ̅p X(3872) coupling 
assuming X is D*D 
molecule

- extrapolates from 
K*K data

• By-product is D*0D̅0 
cross section

• 1 µb → 4 "109/year

• Expect efficiency as at 
B factories

28

(Expect good to factor ~3)

PRD 77, 034019)
̅
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Charm!

32

• Big question: 
New Physics or old?

! key is CP Violation!

• B factories have ~109 
open-charm events

• p ̅p can produce ~1010/y

• D0’s mix! (c is only up-type quark that can)

x (%)

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

y
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%
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9.8
σ
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Charm!

32

• Big question: 
New Physics or old?

! key is CP Violation!

• B factories have ~109 
open-charm events

• p ̅p can produce ~1010/y

!world’s best sensitivity 
to charm CPV

• D0’s mix! (c is only up-type quark that can)
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Singly Cabibbo-supressed (CS) D decays 
have 2 competing diagrams:
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...and now 
for something 

���������� different!

30
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• Long quest at LEAR & CERN AD (ATRAP,  ATHENA,  
ALPHA), to study antihydrogen and test CPT

- e.g., are atomic energy levels identical for H and H̅? 

• We know CP is violated (so matter and antimatter 
not mirror images)

• But CPT is a good symmetry of most field theories!

⇒tests a profound feature of quantum reality

• AD experiments struggling with difficulty of 
combining antiprotons with positrons in a Penning 
trap and winding up in (or near) ground state

31

Antihydrogen
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• But over 10 years ago, FNAL E835 produced oodles of H̅!

32

Antihydrogen
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Observation of Atomic Antihydrogen

G. Blanford,1 D.C. Christian,2 K. Gollwitzer,1 M. Mandelkern,1 C. T. Munger,3 J. Schultz,1 and G. Zioulas1
1University of California at Irvine, Irvine, California 92697

2Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois 60510
3SLAC, Stanford, California 94309
(Received 26 November 1997)

We report the background-free observation of atomic antihydrogen, produced by interactions of an
antiproton beam with a hydrogen gas jet target in the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator. We measure
the cross section of the reaction pp ! He

2
p for p beam momenta between 5203 and 6232 MeV�c to

be 1.12 6 0.14 6 0.09 pb. [S0031-9007(98)05685-3]

PACS numbers: 36.10.–k, 11.30.Er, 13.75.Cs, 25.43.+t

The CPT theorem states that the product of the charge
conjugation (C), parity (P), and time reversal (T ) opera-
tions is an exact symmetry of nature. CPT invariance is
a property of any quantum field theory that is constructed
from fields which form a finite-dimensional representation
of the Lorentz group, have local interactions invariant un-
der the proper Lorentz group, and are described by a Her-
mitian Lagrangian [1]. This includes all of the elements of
the standard model of particle physics, but not all possible
extensions to it. Notably, string theories may not require
CPT invariance [2]. Consequently, tests of CPT invari-
ance are of fundamental importance.

CPT invariance implies that every particle state must
have a corresponding antiparticle state, with equal mass,
spin, and lifetime, and equal but opposite charge and
magnetic moment. The hydrogen atom is the best studied
of all physical systems; antihydrogen is therefore the ideal
system for the study of CPT in atomic interactions. A
program is underway at CERN to construct a facility
dedicated to low energy p and H experiments [3]. The
goal is to produce H in a magnetic trap, and to perform
spectroscopic measurements of comparable precision to
those made using H [4].
In this Letter, we report an observation of atomic H.

Both this experiment and the only previous experiment to
report H (CERN PS-210 [5]) were based on a suggestion
of Munger, Brodsky, and Schmidt [6] that H atoms are
formed in the collisions of high energy p’s with nuclei.
These atoms are made at large momenta and can be
identified through ionization into components.
The layout of our experiment, Fermilab E862, is shown

in Fig. 1. The experiment was run parasitically to E835,
a study of pp resonant annihilation into charmonium us-
ing the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator and an internal
hydrogen gas jet target [7]. The energy of the p beam
and the density of the target were determined by E835.
The results presented here are based on data collected be-
tween November 1996 and September 1997 with p beam
momentum above 5200 MeV�c.
Atoms of antihydrogen were formed in the reaction

pp ! He
2

p when a positron, created as a member of
an e

1
e

2 pair by a beam p in the Coulomb field of a tar-

get p, was captured by the beam p. This process involves
momentum transfer of order mec, so the H atoms were
produced with *0.9995 of the beam momentum, and did
not separate from the p beam until the beam was deflected
87 mrad by the storage ring dipole magnet 18 m down-
stream of the gas jet target. The vacuum pipe through this
magnet was modified to allow the neutralH to exit the stor-
age ring [8]. Six meters downstream, the atom was ionized
in a thin carbon foil that was mounted on a wheel so that
it could be removed from the beam line by remote control.
The components e

1 and p each retained the velocity of
the atom (although the e

1 direction was changed by mul-
tiple scattering in the foil); the momentum was shared in
the ratio of the masses (0.511�938). The e

1 and p were

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus.

0031-9007�98�80(14)�3037(4)$15.00 © 1998 The American Physical Society 3037
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• But over 10 years ago, FNAL E835 produced oodles of H̅!
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Antihydrogen
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We report the background-free observation of atomic antihydrogen, produced by interactions of an
antiproton beam with a hydrogen gas jet target in the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator. We measure
the cross section of the reaction pp ! He

2
p for p beam momenta between 5203 and 6232 MeV�c to

be 1.12 6 0.14 6 0.09 pb. [S0031-9007(98)05685-3]

PACS numbers: 36.10.–k, 11.30.Er, 13.75.Cs, 25.43.+t

The CPT theorem states that the product of the charge
conjugation (C), parity (P), and time reversal (T ) opera-
tions is an exact symmetry of nature. CPT invariance is
a property of any quantum field theory that is constructed
from fields which form a finite-dimensional representation
of the Lorentz group, have local interactions invariant un-
der the proper Lorentz group, and are described by a Her-
mitian Lagrangian [1]. This includes all of the elements of
the standard model of particle physics, but not all possible
extensions to it. Notably, string theories may not require
CPT invariance [2]. Consequently, tests of CPT invari-
ance are of fundamental importance.

CPT invariance implies that every particle state must
have a corresponding antiparticle state, with equal mass,
spin, and lifetime, and equal but opposite charge and
magnetic moment. The hydrogen atom is the best studied
of all physical systems; antihydrogen is therefore the ideal
system for the study of CPT in atomic interactions. A
program is underway at CERN to construct a facility
dedicated to low energy p and H experiments [3]. The
goal is to produce H in a magnetic trap, and to perform
spectroscopic measurements of comparable precision to
those made using H [4].
In this Letter, we report an observation of atomic H.

Both this experiment and the only previous experiment to
report H (CERN PS-210 [5]) were based on a suggestion
of Munger, Brodsky, and Schmidt [6] that H atoms are
formed in the collisions of high energy p’s with nuclei.
These atoms are made at large momenta and can be
identified through ionization into components.
The layout of our experiment, Fermilab E862, is shown

in Fig. 1. The experiment was run parasitically to E835,
a study of pp resonant annihilation into charmonium us-
ing the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator and an internal
hydrogen gas jet target [7]. The energy of the p beam
and the density of the target were determined by E835.
The results presented here are based on data collected be-
tween November 1996 and September 1997 with p beam
momentum above 5200 MeV�c.
Atoms of antihydrogen were formed in the reaction

pp ! He
2

p when a positron, created as a member of
an e

1
e

2 pair by a beam p in the Coulomb field of a tar-

get p, was captured by the beam p. This process involves
momentum transfer of order mec, so the H atoms were
produced with *0.9995 of the beam momentum, and did
not separate from the p beam until the beam was deflected
87 mrad by the storage ring dipole magnet 18 m down-
stream of the gas jet target. The vacuum pipe through this
magnet was modified to allow the neutralH to exit the stor-
age ring [8]. Six meters downstream, the atom was ionized
in a thin carbon foil that was mounted on a wheel so that
it could be removed from the beam line by remote control.
The components e

1 and p each retained the velocity of
the atom (although the e

1 direction was changed by mul-
tiple scattering in the foil); the momentum was shared in
the ratio of the masses (0.511�938). The e

1 and p were

FIG. 1. Experimental apparatus.
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• Formed automatically in E835 gas-jet target,
detected in “parasitic” E862

• Production probability grows with Ebeam, Ztgt
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Measuring the antihydrogen Lamb shift with a relativistic antihydrogen beam
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We propose an experiment to measure the Lamb shift and fine structure �the intervals 2s1/2�2p1/2 and
2p1/2�2p3/2) in antihydrogen. A sample of 10 000 antihydrogen atoms at a momentum of 8.85 GeV/c suffices
to measure the Lamb shift to 5% and the fine structure to 1%. Atomic collisions excite antihydrogen atoms to

states with n�2; field ionization in a Lorentz-transformed laboratory magnetic field then prepares a particular
n�2 state, and is used again to analyze that state after it is allowed to oscillate in a region of zero field. This
experiment is feasible at Fermilab. �S0556-2821�98�04711-0�

PACS number�s�: 11.30.Er, 25.43.�t, 36.10.�k

I. INTRODUCTION

The CPT theorem predicts the existence of the antimatter

counterpart of every physical state. Antimatter states corre-

sponding to elementary particles and some light nuclei have

been observed. Until recently no antimatter atomic or mo-

lecular state had been detected. A CERN group �1� reported
antihydrogen candidates in 1995. We have obtained a

background-free sample of antihydrogen atoms in a Fermilab

experiment �2�. Study of antimatter-matter symmetry is in-
teresting as the only test of CPT invariance, a principle that

is fundamental to our description of elementary particle in-

teractions.

CPT invariance states that the product of the charge con-

jugation (C), parity (P) and time reversal (T) operations is

an exact symmetry of nature. It is the minimal condition for

the existence of antiparticles within quantum field theory. It

can be derived from very general principles, specifically that

a quantum field theory should be constructed from fields that

belong to finite-dimensional representations of the Lorentz

group, have local interactions invariant under the proper Lor-

entz group, be described by a Hermitian Lagrangian, and
have a unique vacuum. The predictions of the CPT theorem
are that particle and antiparticle states have equal masses,
spins, and lifetimes, and equal but opposite charges and mag-
netic moments. The most stringent tests made to date are the
equality of the electron and positron g factors �3� to 2.1 parts
in 1012, and the equality of �e/m� for the proton and antipro-
ton �4� to 1.5 parts in 109. An indirect determination �5� of
the K0�K̄0 fractional mass difference yields a limit of 9
�10�19. Matter-antimatter symmetry has thus been studied
in leptons and bound states of quarks. Using antimatter at-
oms, we can perform CPT tests of systems comprised of
multiquark states �nuclei� interacting electromagnetically
with leptons �electrons�.
The hydrogen atom is the best studied of all physical sys-

tems and extremely precise measurements of its spectrum

have been made, the best of which is of the 1s�2s interval
�6� to 3.4 parts in 1013. Antihydrogen at rest would be the
ideal system for the study of CPT in atomic interactions and
experiments are planned at CERN, where a new facility �7�
is in construction, to emulate the high precision measure-
ments made in hydrogen.
We have developed a way to measure the spectrum that

uses instead antihydrogen in a relativistic atomic beam. Our
method of measuring the energy differences between the n
�2 levels is an exact analog to the method of measuring the
KL�KS mass difference by studying the time dependence of
K0 semileptonic decays. We describe an experiment which is
feasible at the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator with an an-
tihydrogen beam at 8.85 GeV/c . The simulation described
below is based on the parameters of that machine.

II. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENT

In our Fermilab experiment �2� we formed antihydrogen
atoms by passing antiprotons stored in the Fermilab Antipro-
ton Accumulator through a hydrogen gas jet target. We iden-
tified antihydrogen atoms, with no background, by requiring
a coincidence between a positron signal and an antiproton
tracked in a high-resolution (5�10�4) magnetic spectrom-
eter. We now propose to pass the antiprotons through a high-
Z gas jet target in order to take advantage of the Z2 rise �8,9�
in the cross section. Antihydrogen atoms will be identified
using a coincidence between an antiproton tracked in a simi-
lar magnetic spectrometer and a positron tracked in a lower
resolution detector.
Antihydrogen atoms emerge from the Accumulator in the

1s state. The atoms are next excited by their passage through
a thin foil mounted in a magnetic field. The electric field
experienced by the atoms in their rest frame ionizes all of the
excited states except those in the long-lived Stark level with
n�2. A long-lived state can be represented as a coherent
sum of the zero-field n�2 states, which are split by the fine
structure and Lamb shift. The atoms next pass through a
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• Subsequently worked out technique to measure Lamb 
shift & hyperfine splitting of relativistic H̅ in flight:
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• Further parasitic running appears feasible

• High-Z foil operable in Antiproton Accumulator 
beam halo installed during last shutdown

• Could subsequently assemble Lamb-shift apparatus 
(magnets, laser, detectors) and begin shakedown 
and operation

• Hope for few-per-109 precision with respect to 2S 
binding energy!
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Antimatter Gravity
• Experimentally, unknown whether antimatter falls up or 

down!

- in principle a simple interferometric measurement with 
slow H̅ beam [T. Phillips, Hyp. Int. 109 (1997) 357]:

Or whether g - g— = 0 or #

• Not nutty!

→ g— = –g gives natural 
explanations for baryon 
asymmetry & dark energy

→ g— = g + # natural in 
quantum gravity due to 
scalar & vector terms

→ tests for 
possible 
“5th forces”



D. M. Kaplan, IIT Accel. Phys. & Tech. SeminarAntiprotons at Fermilab

• Revised Letter of Intent presented to Fermilab 
Physics Advisory Committee (PAC) in March

- emphasized 1st g— measurements, to 1% (with only a day’s 
worth of p ̅) and 10–4 (few months’ worth)

- followup to 10–9 possible via laser interferometry

• PAC & Director Oddone (April):

1. interesting physics!

2. need 10–9 matter demonstration before FNAL can 
provide support

• Techniques for matter demonstration in development
36
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• Deceleration from 8 GeV to < 20 keV:

- MI from 8 GeV to <~ 400 MeV (TBD), then “reverse 
linac” or “particle refrigerator,” then degrade

- efficiency ~>10–4 looks feasible

⇒10–4  g% measurement in ~ month’s dedicated 
running

- eventually, add small synchrotron → effic. ~1

• Requires completion of antiproton deceleration/
extraction facility planned for Hbar Technologies
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MI Deceleration

Below 1 GeV/c
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• With end of Tevatron Collider in sight, many are 
viewing Antiproton Source as generic resource:

- 2 large-acceptance 8 GeV rings

 " can they be reconfigured to enable µ2e, g – 2, etc.?

• This ignores large, unique value for p ̅ physics!

- with Germany spending 1 G& on FAIR, can 
cannibalizing our pbar source be truly sensible?

• Nevertheless, appears likely that µ2e will eliminate 
FNAL pbar option starting around 2016 (until Project X?)

- leaves 4–5-year window of opportunity during which 
FNAL p ̅ capabilities are unique in the world
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• Questions:

? In near term (2012–15 ?), can pbar source be 
used simultaneously for 

- medium-energy p ̅ annihilation expt

- Antimatter Gravity Experiment

- g – 2

? What upgrades/modifications will this require?

? How can costs be minimized/accommodated?
40
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Summary
• Best experiment ever on hyperons, charm, and 

charmonia may soon be feasible at Fermilab

- including world’s most sensitive charm CPV study

- results may bear on baryogenesis

• Unique tests of CPT symmetry & antimatter gravity 
may be starting up soon

• pbar Source offers simplest way for Lab to have 
broad program in post-Tevatron era

!  You can help!   (See http://capp.iit.edu/hep/pbar)
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